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Prof charges Brown
made sexist statement

;

By Christine Lewis
Governor Jerry Brown’s recent
statement to CSUC trustees to
"enjoy" making additional 10
percent cuts in the 1979-80 budget
was essentially a sexist
statement," charged the local
president of the United Professors of
California.
"Brown’s statement is the same
kind of thing said to people ins rape
situation just relax and enjoy it
and it won’t hurt," said Wiggsy

SJSU tabs
Elway head
grid coach
By Mike Barnhart
Jack Elway is the new SJSU
head football coach.
Elway, 47, who directed CSUNorthridge to a 20-11 record,
during the past three seasons,
was named as Spartan coach last
night by Athletic Director Bob
Murphy.
Elway’s selection concludes
a quick three-week search for
Lynn Stiles’ successor.
He was one of three men
interviewed by University
President
Gail
Fullerton,
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns and Murphy yesterday
afternoon. The other two are
believed to be Detroit Lion
assistant Doug Gerhart and
University of Southern California
aide Bob Toledo.
Members of the local media
figured Toledo "had the inside
track," but he reportedly opted
for the head coaching job at
University of the Pacific.
The length and the amount of
the contract was not released, but
it’s speculated the contract is for
three years.
(Continued on Page 6)

Sivertsen, UPC president on campus.
Sivertsen said Brown was attempting to "rape" all of the state’s
systems for his own "selfaggrandizement," or his rumored
bid for the U.S. Presidency.
Brown had defended his budget
cut directive during a meeting at
CSUC headquarters Nov. 29, asking
trustees to ’enjoy it."
See it as an opportunity," Brown
said. "I don’t want to make this a
negative thing. I want it to be
positive."
Brown had compared the budget
cuts to a rimer "improving his
muscle tone."
"Maybe we have gotten flabby
and we’re in training now," he said.
UPC held a membership
meeting Monday and took a position

Emergency funding
could avert layoffs
Layoffs due to declining
enrollment and a CSUC payback
requirement of $3.139 million to the
state have been averted "at the
moment," said local UPC president
Wiggsy Sivertsen.
But action from a union
membership meeting Monday urged
all university departments not to cut
spring semester classes because of
the strong possibility that Section
28.9 of the 1978-79 state budget will
be invoked to provide bail-out funds.
Payback requirements from
SJSU would be approximately
$500,000.
"Nobody should be cutting out
any spring semester classes with the
possibility that 28.9 will be invoked
and relief will come down to the
system," Sivertsen said.
Cutting classes will only contribute to declining enrollment, she
added.
Sivertsen said reports indicate
that the chancellor’s officer will
request imposition of emergency

G.E. increase proposal
returned to commitee
By Anne Houghteling
The Academic Senate Monday
decided once again not to vote on a
controversial increase in general
education requirements.
In the senate’s last formal
meeting of the semester, senators
voted the general education ( G.E. )
requirements back to committee.
Parliamentary wrangling over
the G.E. proposal left no time for
debate on a second report, also
on
controversial,
considered
curriculuar priorities.
The senate will take up both
issues when it reconvenes in
February.
The new G.E. proposal, appearing first before the senate last
semester, would raise G.E. units
from the present 40 to 48. In addition,
it would add upper-division G.E.
writing skills requirements.
priorities
curricular
The
proposal would provide guidelines
allowing senate and administration
committees to rate SJSU programs
and departments in their order of
importance to the university.
Monday, debate on new G.E.
requirements centered on its effects
on engineering majors.
James Lima of electrical

against Brown’s actions, Sivertsen
reported.
"People in this system should
not under any circumstances agree
to being a series of mules that Gov.
Brown will use to ride to the White
House," Sivertsen stressed.
One "vicious" aspect of Brown’s
statement to trustees, Sivertsen
claimed, was his pitting one human
service against another.
She said Brown asserted that the
CSUC system’s attempt to maintain
itself was self-serving, disrespectful, and showed, as an example, no
concern for the needs of retarded
children.
The effect of the budget cuts
would be disastrous, she said, for all
state agencies that serve human
needs, from education to mental
health to the aged.

layoff funding from the state
Department of Finance, which has
indicated it will provide the bail-out
money.
Section 28.9 of the 1978-79 state
budget permits the Department of
Finance to reallocate state surplus
funds for the purpose of averting
layoffs if enrollments fall more than
2 percent below projections.
The payback would result in the
layoff of faculty, mostly part-time
and temporary, in an effort to come
up with the funds. The Chancellor’s
office has claimed that failure to
reappoint probationary and parttime faculty does not constitute
layoffs.
If emergency bail-out funds are
not obtained, the result would be the
loss of approximately 45 positions
spring semester at SJSU, Sivertsen
maintained, which would mean
about "100 bodies."
Many positions are held by parttime faculty who are employed a
quarter or half time, she said.
The loss of these positions would
"absolutely mangle" the system,
Sivertsen said.
She said classes can always be
closed the first day of school or prior
to registration.

Swashbucklers. The word brings to mind scenes from Errol Flynn movies in which the hero
overcomes his opponent with his skills with a sword. SJSU’s own breed of swordsmen have
earned national recognition in the modern-day sport of fencing. Spartan Daily photographer
John Scanlon and Forum page editor Scott Knies explore the sport. See page 12.

Ryan denies A.S. vote deal
By Mike My slinski
Two A.S. officers have charged
that A.S. President Maryanne
Rayon last semester misled the
then-director of the A.S. Program
Board into believing he would be
reappointed if he drummed up
support for Ryan’s election campaign.
After she was elected in April,
Ryan gave the "shaft" to Katarous
Watts by not reappointing him as

Program Board director, according
to A.S. councilman Ed Vasquez and
an AS. source who asked not to be
identified.
"That is the most ridiculous
thing I’ve heard in my entire life,"
Ryan said yesterday when asked to
comment on the allegation.
She said she made "no prior
promise" to Watts. A selection
committee screened applicants for
the $3 an hour position and then

recommended Watts and Toni
McDonald for the post, Ryan said.
Ryan picked McDonald.
As for the charge about asking
Watts to drum up votes, Ryan
pointed out that she ran unopposed
in the April 19 A.S. election and
therefore had no reason to ask
anyone to encourage students to vote
for her.
Watts disagrees with Ryan’s
recollection of last semester’s
election scenario.

engineering said that the increase in
G.E. units would be a "significant
burden" on students of engineering.
Engineering students can be
required to take up to 138 units to
complete their degree, compared to
most majors 124 units total.
George Sicular of the School of
Engineering expressed concern that
any increase in G.E. units would
drive students to other institutions
such as Stanford and Berkeley
where, he said, no G.E. concentration is required.
An G.E. increase would not add
units to any major, countered
Senator Ted Norton and Academic
Vice President Hobert Burns. Only
the balance between G.E. and major
units might be altered, they said.
The move to postpone the vote
on the G.E. proposal met with vocal
opposition led by David Elliott, chair
of the statewide Academic Senate.
But a majority of senators chose
to vote the proposal back to the
Curriculum Committee for further
study and consideration of faculty
opinion.
The senate will hold a special
meeting at 3 p.m., Monday, to
discuss budget issues.

Computers do it again
Computer gremlins sifted
into the Spartan Daily again last
night, just in time to make the
last issue.
Video screens used to proof
read copy for the Daily broke
down, resulting in the 18 page last
issue for the semester being cut
down to 12 pages because of time
limitations.
The last minute breakdown
has resulted in the last minute
appearance of today’s Daily.
The computer crummies
were frequent visitors to the

newspapers offices this semester
creating typos where none before
existed ( though sometimes
correcting staff mistakes in their
more pixish moods).
We are considering devising
a trap for the little beasties,
perhaps propping up an electronic reader with stick, easily
pulled away with a string. But
then again we probably won’t.
Christmas cheer you know.
We wish you our best for the
holidays slightly less for our
constant "companions."

An Iranian student holds up pictures of bodies he claimed were
demonstrrators killed by troops in recent riots in Iran. More
than 100 people participated in the demonstration at SJSU, the

second in aweek. The demonstrations are held in conjunction
with religiously oriented demonstrations in Iran, held during the
holy month of Moharrem.

Earth Toys service to relocate by mid -January
By Lee G. Sherman
Earth Toys, the campus ski and
camping equipment rental service
should be fully relocated to the
former pinball machine area of the
Spartan Bakery by the middle of
January, according to John

Cognetta, leisure services program
coordinator.
The Spartan Shops Board of
Governors voted to allow Earth
Toys to use the pinball section of
the bakery earlier this year and in
November the CSUC Chancellor’s

Office approved the move, which
will increase Earth Toys rental
space.
However, lack of snowfall in the
Sierras this winter could spoil the
gala grand opening Cognetta is
planning for the relocation.

"We’re just like any other
commercial establishment," he
remarked. "We need that snow to
keep us alive. We’re very dependent
on that."
(Continued on page II)
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St. Nick brings cheer
as he stops for a beer
By Jon Bernal
’Twos the uvek before Christmas and all through the school
All the students were cramming. and feeling like fools
’s and oral exams, complete with voice
There were- tuke-h
Even BerteIsort’s math test was multiple choice.
The students were grumbling and they had every right to
There were months of notebooks to sift and go through!
There were notes on electrons arid hydrogen stars.
Uveri notes on the weather. on Pluto and Mars.
There were theories to memorize. volumes to read
About quantum mechanics and nuclear speed.
Who was Johnuthein Swift or Sir Walter Raleigh?
Who u-rote Paradise Lost and Anna Belle Lee?
The questions were endless. the answers unknown
The pressure was building and tension had grown.
l’or the eyes of the students were baggy and red.
They had studied all night without going to bed!
They drank coffer with No -Doze and dropped lots of pills.
Keeping alert with a passion that kills.
The library hallways were packing them in.
The number of students reached mu-thousand -ten
And suddenly. from the rooftop, there came a faint sound.
like the WWI(’ a horse makes why’) it trots on the ground.
’What was that:" asked a student, looking up from his book.
"MAIN- nut r. quipped his friend. "or perhaps ifs a crook."
curious thing.
But the sound had grown louder with
Along ii th the I floats you could hear some bells ring.
"It can’t ber yelled a student who put down his coke.
"He doesn’t exist this is all a big joker
But before he stopped talking a hush filled the place
face.
And the funniest smile spread to every

Then he laughed. MI his bright eyes twinkled blue.
And when he was finished the students laughed too.
Then he pulled out his sack and said with a shout,
"Heard you folks had a problem I’m here to help out
Arid reaching into the sack by his feet
He pulled out sonic papers all folded lind neat.
"Let me see." he said slowly, while scratching his ear.
"Where’ll I put those term papers Oh yes. they’re right here."
Well, what happened next is still hard to believe
Sort of like time had frozen like nobody would breathe.
For out of that sack, bursting out from, the seams
Thee old guy pulled our papers and there must have been reams!
There were term papers. take-home ex ttttt s and the rest.
All were filled with the answers to upcoming tests!
F:very student reached into the pile at their whim
And found personal answers on rests just for him.
There were answers to true -false and multiple choice.
Every test had been covered 1’1411 oral with mite!
Arid whim every last stealer, had gotten his share.
Saint Nick boarded his sleigh and sat down in his chair.
"Don’t ever forget what took place here tonight."
He said as his fore became suddenly bright.
"For how big is a no,,, if he doesn’t believe
In the, magic of giving. and in Chrismins Eve.
Then he laughed, and his cheeks turned all reel with good cheer
And he shouted out loud ....By the way. where’s my beer!"
By that time everybody was laughing so hard
That rears welled their eyes and their ViSiOn was jarred.
And when they had finished their carrying on
They looked up. and noticed that Saint Nick was gone.
The only thing left were the papers they took
Plus hi, by in their hearts. and (hat far as look.

Trio reunited in forest,
raindrop blues all dried
Editor’s note - This is the 13th episode in the saga of the Hadleys, small
people who once lived peaceably in the prairie for many years. Upon arrival
in the Sequoia, %t( find the banished and homeless meeting together in the
forest.
By Scott Knies
The rain poured through the trees all day. The morning had greeted
wet
droplets
and the showers persisted on into the grey
relentless,
with
them
afternoon.
"This weather is a drag," Shawn said, blinking the water out of her
green eyes. "Underground we never had to worry about these storms."
"It keeps the air fresh," Fronolis said absently. He shifted his poncho
and little rivers danced down his shoulders to blend in the mud.
"We are never going to find Croylis," Shawn whined. She leaned against
a pine to rest. "He could have traveled in any direction and we can’t track
him in this rain, and I’m hungry and wet and..
"Hush girl! Quit complaining." Fronolis looked her in the face. He
couldn’t tell if teardrops or raindrops rolled down her cheek.
"First thing we have to do is get out of this storm."
The rain keeping a constant rhythm, the Hadley and Virgilly stumbled
through the saturated forest looking for a dry shelter. They came upon a
great Sequoia that had been felled. Its enormous stump remained twisted in
the ground.
"Look!" Shawn shouted. "There is a hole under that root."
"What!?" Fronolis cried. ( The rain, falling harder now, was an effective filter I.
"C’mon." She tugged him behind her to the stump. Fronolis noticed that
the roots - the size of normal trees - were charred..
She bent down and snaked under the root. Fronolis pulled off his poncho
and crawled under behind her.
Inside the stump the ground was dry. Their eyes adjusted slowly to the
darkness. "What’s that?" Shawn whispered.
"What? Where?".
Shawn leaned over and delicately touched the furry creature next to
them. The animal lept up startled and ran to the stump’s other side, flicking
its bushy tail.
"Get out of my house!" it demanded.
"Hey, be cool, otter," Fronolis said.
"It’s not an otter," Shawn said emphatically. "Otters live in creeks. This
is more like a weasel."
"A weasel! You ruskets! I’m a ferret," the animal snarled arrogantly.
"Well, howdy. I’m a Hadley and this is..
"Oh no," the ferret said.
Fronolis and Shawn tuned in together. "Have you seen any other
Hadleys?" they asked in unison.
"Yea, saw another one of you lowlifes yesterday, ’cept he was skinnier
and he was starting little fires in a strange device and inhaling the smoke."
"That’s Croylis all right!" Fronolis said proudly.
"Where did you last see him?" Shawn asked excitedly.
"I’ll only tell you if you get out of my house," the ferret said.
The pitter-patter of rain on top of the stump had ceased. Only the intermittent plop of drops falling from wet branches could be heard.
Fronolis and Shawn crawled out into the washed air and glistening
forest. The ferret scurried out his back exit and hopped up on top of the
stump. "Your friend is across the meadow in a cave at the bottom of the
rise," he said, pointing a paw west.
"Thanks." Fronolis turned and patted a charred section on the great
stump. "Did lightning strike this tree down?"
"No. It was a drunk Paul Bunyan," the ferret said, rolling on his back
laughing.
A huge drop of water fell from a tree branch and hit the ferret in the eye.
"Ouch, ohhh, ahh, oohh." The ferret grimaced in pain.
Fronolis ran over laughing. "Why are you making those weird sounds?"
The ferret groaned, rubbing his face. "Because that tree pissed in my
eyeball."
Fronolis cautiously approached the cave opening holding Shawn’s hand.
As they entered, a familiar scent filled his nostrils. "Grass!" Fronolis cried
as he rushed ahead.
He ran smack into a wall. "Visine! It’s dark!" he hissed, patting the
swelling hurt on his forehead.
"Come in," echoed a call further back in the cave.
Shawn recognized the voice. "It’s Croylis!" She ushered Fronolis ahead
and he ran into another wall. "Visine!" he cursed again. "I can’t see a
thing."
Shawn started to giggle and Fronolis tersely let go of her hand. He
tripped over a rock and let loose some more profanity. Bumping into a low
root, he stumbled forward into a ray of light.
He followed the light to a small room to find Croylis and some ferrets
smoking the bong. One of the ferrets had just consumed a brimmer.
" Whoa ! "
Fronolis entered the room. "My hit."
Shawn rushed in behind him and threw. her arms around Croylis.
Finally, the three were reunited.
next: life amongst the Sequoia

Prime time trash,
don’t settle for it

For there in the corner. just us plain as the day
Stood Saint Nick. seven reindeer and a broken down sleigh!
"I hope you 41011.1 mind III park it right here.
I was driving on ewer and needed a beer."

na"4114e:r"VrIt

By Judy Twitehell
Murder, muggings, sexual innuendo, tasteless themes ... standard prime time TV fare.
You don’t have to buy that kind
of programming any longer.
While the name of the game in
prime time television programing is
still ratings and advertising
revenue, the networks have come
under pressure in the past two TV
seasons to eliminate excessive
violence and sexual themes from
those programs most often watched
by the American public.
Opposition to poor programing
is both organized and spontaneous.
The National PTA, the American
Medical Association, the National
Association for Better Broadcasting
and Action for Children’s Television
are among the large organizations
who have begun, and in some cases
successfully accomplished, campaigns to improve TV programing.
They’re starting to talk tough.
Judy Twitchell is a
Spartan Daily editor

Instead of "we disapprove" or
"I object," the words now are
"boycott" and "challenge."
In January 1978, for example,
the PTA published the first of two
guides to programming, rating
programs from "most violent" to
"least violent." Included with the
list are the sponsors of those
programs, who have been notified
that viewers who agree with the
PTA’s findings will boycott the
products advertised on the objectionable program.
Advertisers do listen when
groups talk of boycotts.
But the National PTA is ready to
go a step farther. Although their
monitoring and letter -writing
campaign has succeeded in
producing some changes, the networks have not been very responsive
to their demands, according to a
spokesman for the PTA’s
headquarters in Chicago.
The next step will be to
challenge the FCC licenses of those
owned and operated local TV
stations who make no effort to
comply. From petitions circulated
through local PTA’s across the
country, they plan to get enough
signatures to convince the FCC to
deny re-licensing of the errant
stations.
The protests have succeeded in
penetrating the networks’ fortresses, but the industry still counter

attacks.
-These groups are a bunch of
self-styled elitists, who think they
know what is good for America,"
said Gordon Van Sauter, CBS
programming vice-president.
"It is an unhealthy situation
when special interest groups,
stimulated by hearsay before a
program goes on the air, determine
what is right and what isn’t for the
viewing public," said Frederick
Pierce, president of ABC.
You don’t have to buy that,
either.
Findings on the effects of
violence from TV programs is
starting to filter in.
"TV shows children that the
main way to solve problems is by
using violence," said Hugh Montamedi, SJSU psychology professor.
"This is an abnormal concept,
unlike competition for survival
which is natural and healthy."
Montamedi tells students that
aggressive TV is definitely having
an effect on society. He does not
worry, he says, about the people on
whom TV violence has a counterimitative or non-imitative effect, but
is worried especially a bout those who
may imitate the acts of aggression
they see on their screen.
Write, call, boy. ’At, sign
petitions ... or turn the Pi off.
"The ratings go down when
viewers
stop
watching
the
programs," said William Young,
project director of the National
PTA.
Young says, though, that in
approximately 10 years, this won’t
be the only choice viewers have to
combat TV trash. The three networks will no longer have the same
monopoly on prime time. Cable and
satellite stations, giv.,,g the viewer
30 or 40 stations from which to
choose, will fill that gap.
Lawrence Grossman, president
of the Public Broadcasting System,
has hope for better TV programming.
"I foresee an environment of
honesty, morality and culture - an
indication of the natural selectivity
of man’s intelligence," Grossman
has said. "Television is a tidal wave
we must use to reflect the best and
most constructive qualities in our
lives rather than the most
destructive."
Telvision, reaching into 97
percent of American homes, is an
awesome, pervasive social force,
both for good and bad.
If you must watch it, you must
watch it. It really is up to you.

letters
Parallels

Editor:
There has been enough talk
about Jonestown, but there is a very

important parallel that must be
drawn from this suicide extravaganza.

There is nothing unnatural or
surprising about the Peoples Temple
and the Jonestown suicides, if we
stop and think about it.
All religions and certainly all
the "established" religions, have
started pretty much the same way
with bloodshed, alienation and
stupidity. Jim Jones is no more
deranged than Christ, Buddha,
Mohammad, etc.
The Romans were probably just
as perplexed at the Christians’
suicides as we are at the Jonestown
suicides. And what of the millions of
people the Roman Catholic Church
has killed in it’s existence? (I only
use the Roman Catholic Church
because I am familiar with it. Every
religion is born of bloodshed, money
and fanatics).
So let us not judge Jim Jones or
Peoples Temple without also including all the "established"
religions.
By all indications Peoples
Temple has the beginnings of a truly
great religions.
And another thing. It cost the
U.S. taxpayers $9 million to haul
back dead bodies of some religions.
Whatever happened to separation of
church and state? The Peoples
Temple should pay the $9 million.
Alter all it was their religion and
their leader. If no one wanted them
then we should let them rot in
Jonestown. That was their religious
conviction. The government should
not meddle in one’s religious beliefs.
Delaney Phillips
Advertising senior

Not all white

Fronolis entered the room "My hit"

Editor:
The story on the Committee for
Open Media libel suit against the
San Francisco Chronicle was very
well presented.
COM, however, is not all white
as reported. We have some black
members, but most members are
Anglo and Chicano.
Phil Jacklin
Philosophy Department

lin
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STUDENT UNION OPEN
24 HRS.

FIND A JOB?

BODY
LANGUAGE.

Career planning is
offering a session on
RESUME WRITING
INTERVIEW PREPARATION
JOB HUNTING TECHNIQUES
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
PLUSMUCH MUCH MORE

Jan. 9.

eaturing

I eaturing

Rooms for
Individual
Studies

Group Study
Rooms

Rooms for
Typing

lounge with
Refreshments
And
Gaiety

For more information contact the Career
Planning Office building Q or call 222 2816

Beginning Weds, Dec. 13 Thurs., Dec 14, Mon. Dec. 18,
Masculine Guide Service
To Your Car
Will Be Provided!

Music
toYour
Ears

That’s Our Low Prices on Quality
High Fidelity Components
OPIONEER ’

Tues., Dec. 19
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exclamation x,ui it
the Gap’s got the
latest word.
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Sponsored By:
Student Union Board of Governors
Associated Students
Spartan Shops
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Pioneer FM/AM/FM Stereo
Receiver Model SX 450. 15 watts
per channel, RMS at 8 ohms, 2020,000 Hz, 0.5% total harmonic
distortion.
932884EUXT34.74 12377
$175.00
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Pioneer Auto-Return DirectDrive Turntable Model PL 518.
Accurate DC servo motor, wow
and flutter: 0.03% (WRMS), sin
ratio: 73dB (Din B).
949159EUXT497-4 12974
$195.00

04i

Pioneer FM/AM/FM Stereo
Receiver Model SX 880. 60 watts
per channel, RMS at 8 ohms, 2020,000 Hz 0.05% total harmonic
distortion. DC power, power meters.
959030EUX32882 29774
$450.00
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Pioneer Stereo Cassette Deck
Model CTF700. 3-meter deck
includes dynamic level meter,
DC motor, wow/flutter: 0.05%
(WRMS) sin ratio: 64dB (Dolbyfi),
25017,000 Hz.
959057EUX278-7-6. 24872
$375.00

KLH Research Ten 2 -Way Ported
System Model CB 10 Contains 10"
Megaf lux Wooterrm and 21/2"cone tweeter.
100 watts max. RMSichannel 40-18,000
H7 r(:ponse. 8 ohms. 191/2" high.
-r7-07195EICH9994.7986. .Each $135.00
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KLH Research Ten 3-Way System Model
CB 12. Contains 12" Megaflux 11 Wooferrm ,
Midrange and 21/2" tweeter. 241/2" high
956694EKH14994 11983 . . . Each $225.00

BEST-Special Prkes Expire Dec. 30th
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Here is your handy-dandy
Freeman’s for Sports

Village Inn

SKI RENTAL PRICE LIST
3-4 Days

5-8 pays

110.00
6.00
20.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
7.50
3.50

,13.00
8.00
25.00
4.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
6.00
7.50
9.00
4.50

$18.00
10.00
30.00
5.00
9.00
9.00
7.00
9.00
8.00
10.00
12.50
5.50

JUNIOR SKIS
Jr. Ski Boots
Jr. Ski Pants
Jr. Sno-Boots

7.00
4.00
4.00
3.50

8.00
5.00
5.00
4.00

9.00
6.00
6.00
4.50

CROSS COUNTRY
Skis & Poles
Cross Country Boots
Cross Country Poles

7.00
5.00
2.00

8.00
6.00
3.00

9.00
7.00
4.00
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HOURS
MON FRI
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

2 days

Skis & Poles
Boots
Demo Skis
Ski Poles
Powder Pants
Parkas
Sno-Boots
Ski Racks
Ice ax
Kelty Pack
Sleeping Bag
Crampons

SKI TUNE-UP
SPECIAL
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2 dinners for the price of 1!
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330 S. TENT’ I

1696S Wolfe Rd . SV 732-1031

Rip it out and stick it on your refrigerator,
or bulletin board or bathroom mirror or
wherever you keep that sort of thing.
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CUFIIC

Ihd you know that if you purchase any Soka
System you are entitled to a refund of 55$ Stab’
tax credit. a 33% Federal tax credit or a Federal
tax deduction on the interest of coot loon /II
addition to your sayings on energv
’

OAK RIDGE MALL

FREE
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FREE
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SunStereo’s
Christmas
Gift Giving Guide
TURNTABLES

SPEAKERS

With less than a month before Christmas you
can still shop early and save on all our complete
stereo systems, separate components, accessories, auto stereo and more. Be sure to get your
complete copy of Sun Stereos 8 page gift giving
guide!

$388

410,4;"..

$19 per month

Your Choice:
PL 516

Hitachi:

Cerwin Vega:

HT -350 direct drive semi -automatic
turntable with base and dust cover

HED 15’s, featuring a big 15" 2 way
system, one of our best sellers.

$169

Koss:

Pioneer:
PL -516, belt driven semi automatic,

CM 1010,,Orauctilcvarprnth
headphone people.

also including base and dust cover

$149

6388/$19 a month
Down Payment $31.29, 419.00
month. 24 months, Annual
Percentage Rate 18.25%,
Deferred Payment Price $487.28.

Dual:

CS 504, belt driven turntable with
Dual’s famous tone arm

$149
RECEIVERS

Hear all the sounds Christmas morning with
this complete system including the Sherrill ’wood 7150 AM -FM stereo receiver, BSR
It:’ turntable with Shure cartridge, 2 Sonic
speakers, Royal’s HP -3 headphones, Disc washer a famous record cleaner, and the Gusdort
system display, all for $388.
Optional: Hitachi’s D-220 front loading cassette player/
recorder.... $169. B.I.C.’s FM -8 electronic FM antenna
... $49. ADC’s Sound Shaper I, graphic sound equalizer
... $99.
.

-

ACCESSORIES
Maxell
UDXL C 90’s
blank

HV-1 headKoss
phones $29.00

90 minute
cassette tape.

SennH D414
heiser
headphones

$4.29 ea.
G 500

Your Choice $298

Pioneer:

SX 780, brand new AM -FM stereo
receiver from Pioneer, twin power
meters, bass and treble controls.

Sherwood:

S 7450CP, this is also brand new
from Sherwood.

Sansui:
G-4500 Sansul AM -FM stereo
receiver, also brand new featuring
great styling and super features.

SA C -90’s
TDK
90 minute blank

t.111.

cassette tape

cartridge $

6.00

Audiovox
Hygain
Popular 8 track auto stereo system
with Audiovox C-902 8 track
player and Audiovox
BSC-2 speakers.
Complete Hygain auto stereo
system featuring a cassette player
with auto reverse and
Audiovox speakers.

$39
$69

$39.00

$3.89ea.

Shure

’14

Disc record
washer
cleaner $15.00

M-91EDShure
Eliptical cartridge

$24.00

Your Choice -8 Track or Cassette 4k98
Stereo System only Sw

GREAT GIFT PRICES
Sankyo’s front loading
cassette player recorder.

Sanyo direct drive turntable the TP 1020, includes base and dust
cover.

$98
$99

Pioneer PL 512 belt
driven turntable with
base and dust cover.
Sharp’s
integrated
combo, with Sharps
AM -FM stereo tuner and
matching integrated amplifier.
$

$77
199

Your Choice. Choose between either
an indash AM -FM stereo cassette
player, or eight track player. The
cassette player comes with co -axial
two way speakers, the 8 -track player
comes complete with a pair of
Pioneer speakers.

SUN STEREO wishes you a sound hol day season. Come into Sun Stereo and we’ll bring music into your holidays
At Sun, It’s Explained, Demonstrated, Discounted & Guaranteed
SUN BERKELEY
SUN SANTA CLARA
SUN SAN LORENZO
SUN SANTA CRUZ
SUN MONTEREY
SUN SACRAMENTO
SUN SACRAMENTO ’2
SUN STOCKTON
SUN DAVIS
SUN MODESTO
SUN FRESNO
SUN BAKERSFIELD
SUN VISALIA
SUN LAS VEGAS

Sun Berkeley

Sun San Lorenzo

Sun San Jose

2461 Shattuck Ave
(415) 843-1022

15816 Hisperian Blvd
(415) 276-2213

Sun Santa Cruz

Sun Monterey

3581 Stevens Creek Blvd
(408) 246-3724......

110 Walnut
(4081 426 9204

660 Del Monte Center
(408) 373 1667
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Intramural Director steps
down; cites good, problems
By Craig Hammack
Intramural sports for
the Fall semester drew to a
close yesterday
with
playoffs for soccer and
innertube water polo, and
although Intamural
Director Steve Meyer
termed it a "good year,"
there were some problems.
Meyer is resigning and
will not be back for next
semester, due to personal

an "other" reasons.
Specifically, Meyer
said he was disenchanted
with the students at SJSU.
"A lot of students here
had better change their
attitudes, or there will be
no more intramurals,"
Meyer said.
"Intramurals are not
supposed to be as competitive
as
they’re

becoming, so I think there
will have to be some
changes," he added.
The officiating in intramural events has been
criticized this year, Meyer
said, so next year there will
be extensive clinics
designed to improve the
caliber of the officiating
and help them to be more
infomed as to what’s
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happening on the field.
Meyer said some of the
incidents that occurred this
year
including a flag
football game fight that
resulted in two students
being ousted for the rest of
the football games and one
for the remainder of the
year
will mean intramurals will be kept
under closer watch next
semester.

REVOLUTION!
ALL RUM DRINKS

500 each
Wednesday, Dec. 13
4.7 p.m.
First 100 people to order
rum drink get o free
"RUM REVOLUTION" T-shirt.
Free disco lessons after it,
if you con still stand up!

Elway tabbed football coach
(Continued from Page 1)
Elway’s qualifications
fit
the
guidelines
established by Murphy a
few weeks back, says SJSU
quarterback coach Dave
Rastovski.
"Jack is the funniest
coach I ever met and a
pleasure to work for," said
Rastovski of the man he
assisted in 1977.
"He’s everything they
(SJSU athletic administration) want in a
coach. He’s been in the
business 26 years and
everywhere he’s went he
has been a winner."
Murphy has said the

new coach should have
experience at various
levels of football and have
had his own program. He
also should be personable
and willing to involve
himself with the community.
"He can do all that,"
Rastovski added.
Before posting the
most winning seasons in
Northridge history, Elway
was the offensive coordinator from 1972 to ’75 at
State
Washington
University, his alma
mater.
After graduating from
WSU in 1953, Elway began

his coaching career at
Washington’s Port Angeles
High School, where he
compiled an eight-year
record of 39-12 and won five
consecutive conference
titles.
Elway established a
nationally -ranked junior
college program at Grays
Harbor College in Aberdeen, Wash. from ’61 to ’66.
His record there was 32-172 and his teams were in the
nation’s Top 10 in 1963, ’64
and ’65.
University of Montana
was his next step. He was
an aide there from 1967
until 1971. During that

span, Montana was 32-17-2,
participated
in
two
Camellia Bowl games and
second
ranked
was
nationally at the college
level in ’69 and ’70.
After his stay at
Montana, Elway moved to
WSU and Northridge.
14 -member
A
committee
screening
sifted through more than 50
applications and selected
five finalists who were
interviewed Monday by the
SJSU Athletic Board, an
advisory body to Fullerton,
according to Associate
Athletic Director Jon
Crosby.

LAUNDRY WORKS
87 N. San Pcdso St.
San Josc 287.1455

QUICK

Tie one on
this Christmas

If your own independent appraisal is not at
least 40% higher thah the price you paid,
your money will be promptly refunded any
time within one full month of purchase.

$8.9,,

and
up

CLEAN

ERROR FREE
AUTOMATIC TYPING
150 WPM
ONE DAY SERVICE

Come into our DeAnza store
and watch our pre-shrunk pants
being made. Browse through the
racks of cotton corduroy, denim or
velveteen pants, in any of our five
sizes. Pick your favorite, and have
our seamstress hem them to give you
that holiday look.
The famous "Last Chance"
drawstring pants -- Santa wouldn’t
lie.

Will another jeweler make
this statement?

AND

tyrrn papers
reports
instant rev isions

CALL NOW
371-6672

SCRIBE SECRETARIAL SERVICE

"Now You Have A Friend In The Diamond Business"

10% Discount

foreign cdr parts

With Coupon
Chose* from our large selection of diamonds and Nor jewelry.

EXCLUSIVELY FOREIGN

Open Daily and Sundays
Major Credit Cards
accepted

675 N. First Street
San Jos*
406 - 292 - 9100
DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS

OPEN 7 DAYS

15=
Steven..
Cfevk Blvd.

rfAMIA
COL LIGE

1030-6:00
Friday thru
Monday
10:30-900
Tuesday thru
Thursday

255-9160
21695 Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino

Mon -Fri 8:30-5:00
Sat 8:30-1:00
-14;C155

594 t+,

’."/ .ALE CALIFORNIA 94086
Stocking Stuffers, Magic. Gags, Gifts,
Greeting Cards, Golf & Tennis Gags.
Everything for your Holiday Needs!
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INSTANT
PASSPORT PHOTOS
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_

330 S. ’IF \Ili

)-CkOLd
\)k-d

3 MINUTE SERVICE

ekeIg
330 S 1 I

Professional Color & Black & White
Quick Portraits & Visas

Ill

Color $6.95

Black & White $5.95

NO WAITING
NO APPOINTMENTS
Also copies at 31/2 t overnight
no minimum
Xerox 9400 and IBM copiers
We do thesis copying and binding
330 S.TEN11 I

330 s. 1 I ’5 III

123 S. Third
295-4336

481 San Carlos
295-5511
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History of the econ battle
By Erik Sjobeck
Flames of controversy
SJSU’s
engulfed
Economics Department
four years ago.
While the controversy
still smoulders it is
relatively unnoticed today
by SJSU students.
In the spring of 1974, an
evaluation by the Western
Association of Schools and
Colleges had reportedly
labeled the economic
program "inadequate."
The following fall,
former SJSU President
John Bunzel took away the
department’s voting rights
and appointed a committee
to manage the department
and to decide course
revisions and personnel
changes.
Bunzel cited "severe
difficulties,"
internal
which allegedly made the
department incapable of
managing its own affairs.
The Academic Senate
recommended that full
voting rights be restored to
the department immediately.
Bunzel did not follow
this recommendation and
five of the faculty were not
rehired.
Numerous suits were
filed by the faculty
adcharging
the
ministration had violated
their constitutional rights.
One suit is still pending
today.
Students boycotted
classes and one morning, in
April of 1975, they took over
the department office,
chanting "re-hire the
fired" and "reinfranchise
the department."

Accounts of the controversy reached the pages
of the Wall Street Journal
and the New York Times.
Before it was over, at
least 15 faculty members
were no longer with the
department.
In 1974, the department
was considered by some to
be one of the best in the
world.
By others, it was
labeled 15 years behind the
times and said to be too lax
for
requirements
on
majors.
It was seen as having a
healthy balance between
the different schools of
economic thought or as a
department fundamentally
torn from within by "forces
of instability."
A member of an investigative committee,
appointed by Bunzel to look
into the department’s
affairs, wrote, "There
exists a degree of anger
and hostility among the
department’s faculty that
is simply unparalleled in
this writer’s professional
experience."
A former faculty
member, James O’Connor,
said the department was
well-balanced between
radical, neo-classical and
Keynesian economists.
"It had the best
balance of any department
in the country," said
O’Connor, who now teaches
economics
at
the
University of California at
Santa Cruz.
He recalled an oncampus debate between
two SJSU economic
professors on the theory of

wages. O’Connor said 1,100
people attended the debate.
Nuwer,
Mike
economics senior, told the
Spartan Daily that people
from all over the world
came to SJSU to take
economics in those days.
"There were conservatives, Keynesians and
radicals," he said. "It was
a live and let live
philosophy."
Economics professor
Geoffry Nunn, hired in the
midst of the turmoil, saw it
differently.
"The department was
in trouble," Nunn said. "It
was possible to get a
Masters degree in
economics without ever
having taken a single
college level course in
mathematics.
"To an economist, this
was quite a shock."
No matter which side
of the picture one prefers,
obviously a controversy
existed. This controversy
was to drastically change
the face of the department
in the years to come.
most
Reportedly,
faculty members lined up
on two sides of the issue of
just how economics should
be taught. One side favored
a social -economic approach, the other, a technical -professional orientation.
The dispute came to a
head after James F. Willis
ran for a second term as
chairman of the department. A majority of the
department’s faculty were
on record as favoring a
revolving chairmanship.
Though Willis lost the

re-election by several
votes, Bunzel chose not to
follow the department’s
recommendation and
appointed him anyway.
It was at this point, in
September 1974, that
Bunzel disenfranchised the
department.
Bunzel appointed a
seven-member executive
committee which began to
make a number of changes
in the department, particularly in regards to
personnel.
Many saw it as a purge
which was aimed at faculty
members who expoused
economic theory considered left wing.
"No question about it,
it was a purge," said
Marvin Lee, tenured
economics professor.
"Depending on how
you count it, the administration got rid of
between 17 and 23 faculty
members," Lee said.
"They weren’t all fired.
Their contracts were
simply not renewed ... all
kinds of things like that.
But they were fired for one
reason or another."
Economic major
Nuwer agreed.
"It was a purge from
the right, basically," he
said. "They got rid of all
the radicals."
faculty
Former
member Gayle Southworth, now research
director of a service employee’s union, sounded
bitter.
university
"The
management staff decided
the economics department
had gotten out of hand, so

Todays Economic Department
shows scars of past battles
By all accounts, SJSU’s current Economic Department bears little resemblance to the strife-torn department of 1974-75.
Yet beneath its quiet professional exterior, some tension remains.
"The department has been permanently divided,"
said Marvin Lee, economics professor. "There is more
tension than there ever was."
A report to the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges prepared by SJSU’s Office of Academic Planning
this year referred to the "bitter controversy (which
spanned ) the entire 1974-75 academic year (and which)
strained almost to the breaking point relations between
the Academic Senate and University administration, and
produced numerous grievance hearings, litigation and investigations."
Since those days when departmental conflicts were
reported by the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal, the economics department has undergone some curricular changes along with extraordinary changes in personnel.
The personnel changes were not always smooth.
Assistant professor Betty C’hu, who reportedly received a threatening letter from economic students prior
to coming to SJSU, is "personally very happy" with the
department today.
Chu said the letter, sent to the University of Hawaii,
where she was employed in 1974, stated she wasn’t welcome at SJSU.
"I think there are still some (faculty) who are unhappy, but they are not showing it now," she said.
Professor Geoffrey Nunn, hired in 1975, met resentment at first.
"People who I won’t mention the names of, resented
HEALTH NEWS
Chiropractic Recommended
For Arthritis

es in joint structure occur.

Arthritis seems to become
more unendurable
at this time of
year.
Unquestionably the weather
has its effect and
the spring season
often means rain
and damp climatic
conditions.
This affects
circulation
and
causes tension in
muscles,
which
span sore joints
understandably
increases
the
soreness.
Arthritis means inflammation
of the joints and
eventually chang-

It is well to remember that circulation of blood
to all parts of the
body,
including
joints, is infleunced
by
nerves
which have origin
in the spinal cord.
A spinal displacement can be a
causitive factor in
arthritis.
It is therefore
on the basis of
reason and on the
basis of chiropractic
experience
that mbern chiropractic care is advocated.

my coming," Nunn said. "The atmosphere is pretty good
now. Time heals things a bit.
"There is more interest and the emphasis on serious
research now."
Hired in 1974, without ever having mettwo-thirds of
the department’s faculty, lecturer Rodolfo Gonzalez said
he was viewed as "the guy who replaced their friends."
"Things have cooled down now and I don’t want to offend anybody," Gonzalez said.
Department Chairman James Willis, who said the department "is on solid footing now," was reluctant to rehash the controversy.
"We went through so many traumas in this department and we washed out personal opinions about each
other so much that it made worse the atmosphere (in
which) we could work with each other," he said.
Chairman Willis was asked how many faculty members lost their jobs.
"This thing is still in the courts," he replied. "I’m not
going to make any comment on that on the advice of my
attorney.
Curricular changes within the department are also a
subject of contention among faculty.
Two courses in economic mathematics and one course
in quantitative economics have been added to degree requirements, while several non-technical courses are no
longer offered.
Mike Nuwer, economic senior, was disturbed by the
changes.
"The department was more interesting before," he
said. "It was a social analysis affecting the daily lives of
students. The department only attracts business students
now."
Professor I.ee found the changes "typical of the closure of debate in our society."
"If you keep students adding up figures, they won’t
have time to concern themselves with larger questions,"
he said.
Former faculty member David Landes, one of the
plaintiffs in a suit charging the administration with illegal
discrimination, said the department now has "a technical
orientation which ignores the social and political impact"
of economics.
James O’Connor, another former faculty member, believed the department "has become extremely conservative."
Chairman Willis reported he had been told SJSU’s
Economic Department last year led the "entire School of
Social Sciences in terms of scholarship and teaching."
Gerald Wheeler, dean of the School of Social Sciences,
confirmed this. He said curricular changes "maximize
the use of the new math-orientated faculty."

they moved in and mass
fired about 15 of us," he
said.
"They brought in
’scabs’ and gave them full
said
professorships,"
Southworth bluntly.
I,ecturer Bodolfo Gonzalez, hired at the height of
the controversy, believed
"something had to be
done."
"In curriculum, our
program was 15 years behind time," he said. "It did
not emphasize the quantitative part of economics,
and was too easy on students.
Though Gonzalez allowed that "many who lost
their jobs were radicals,"
he did not believe this was
the main reason for their
firing.
"They got on the wrong
side of the president Bunzel) for other things, such
as their publication records," he said.
In October 1974, Bunzel
gave three reasons for his
disenfranchisement of the
department.
the economics faculty had refused to follow
prescribed procedure for
the chairmanship review;
failed to recruit in
accordance with prescribed standards, and
in
had engaged
"malicious efforts to preof
a
colpromotion
vent the
league."
The minority report of
the Academic Senate cited
"the iron hand" of the administration, and claimed
another reason for the firings.
"All who were terminated were the people
who opposed (the chairmanship of) Willis," the
report stated.
Willis was reluctant to
Jiscuss this issue.
"I’m not going to comment on any of that business," he said. "As far as
I’m concerned it’s behind
us and that’s where it
should be."
However, Warren Kessler, president of United
Professors of California,
was willing to comment.
"All the faculty who
were let go had two things
in common," Kessler said.
"They were so-called radi-

cal economists, who were
critical of capitalist economic processes.
"And they had voted
against the retention of the
department chair."
-Former SJSU president Bunzel simply could
not tolerate the fact that
the majority of the faculty
in the department were
non-capitalists and were
about to elect a chair of
their choice," he said.
Sheldon Green, attorney for three former
faculty members, said he
had been recently granted
a motion of discovery in the
suit against the administration.
Green was optimistic
that the personnel records
in question will prove the
administration had illediscriminated
gally
against members of the
economic department.
"We hope that the records will show that the administration of John Bunzel refused to hire Andy
Pames, David Landes and
Sue Van Atta simply because they refused to back
chairman Willis in the election."

prove we were denied due
process and that the school
engaged in political discrimination against us," Landes said.
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YOU CAN FLY
AROUND THE WORLD
or

YOU CAN STAY
AT THE SJSU
INTERNATIONAL
CENTER

Housing for 72 StudentsFOREIGN & AMERICAN
English -In Acticin Program,
Counseling Services
Field Trips Special Activities
Intramural Sports
Home Hospitality

sAT THRU MON
SOUND
OF MUSIC

ALL CLOSE TO CAMPUS

l’COMING OVER
1HE HOLIDAYS
JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR
NUTCRACKER
BALLET
WIZARD OF OZ
AND A
HOLE LOT MORE

Before you go home for the holidays, make
sure you HAVE A HOME FOR NEXT
st MESTER..stop by the

INTERNATIONAL CENTER
360 South 11th St.
all 274 4‘,7 5 tor ;obi

NEW FILM
SCHEDULES
AVAILABLE
IN THE
NT N

INTERNATIONAL CENTER
More than a Place to Stay
ITS A PLACE TO GROW

SAN JOSE SYMPHONY

Conducted by Ge4noirge CLL.- w
"a genius" (NBC l ODAY SHOW)

SINGLE TICKETS
NOW AVAILABLE

"GIVE THE GIFT OF GREAT
MUSIC THIS CHRISTMAS"

1979 Concert Schedule
A)

E)

Jan 12. 13

ZARA NELSOVA
One of the linesr cellists on the world ’’
S F Chronicle

’8.’6. ’5. ’3 student

April 27.28

BALLET Garrick Ohlsson,
ORCHESTRA
pianist

"phenomenal!" Harold Schonberg,
N Y Times

B)

Feb 8, 10, 12

Beethoven
Stravinsky
Vivaldi
Prokofiev
Lynda Meyer
and
Vane Vest

406’

Catherine Malfitano,
soprano
Metropolitan Opera Company

Henry Price,
tenor
New York City Opera

appearing through the courtesy of the San Francisco Ballet.
Lew Christensen and Michael
Smuin. Directors

$8. $6. $5, $3. Student

F

May 11, 12

Harvey Pittel,

Saxophonist
"fluent virtuosity- Christian
ence Monitor

Hersh and Montgomery
$ti $6, $5. $3, Student

G)

June 1 2

ORCHESTRA
AND
CHORUS

March 30.31

Franco
Gulli
Violinist

baritone
Leading star of
Canada’s opera houses.

his technique is impeccable

N V Times
$14. $12. $10. $8, Student

Berlioz: "Romeo and Juliet"
(guest artists lobe announced
$8. $6, $5 $3

’8, ’6’S. students ’3
Please send

CALL

298-2300
(No Service Charge)
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tickets for ABCDEFG on
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FOR FASTEST
SERVICE

Sci-

Duo- pianists
-absolutely galvanizing dynamics!" Stereo Review

$12, $10. $8. $6, Student
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FISCAL YEAR ’79-’80
DEADLINE
FOR REQUESTS
JANUARY 10,1979
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and enjoy a
multi-cultural living
& learning experience
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lil ST ROMANTIC
CON.11 DIES
01 1111 YEAR
ANNIE HALL
COUSIN,
COUSINE

Cornelis Opthof,
Budget Request
FORMS AVAILABLE

Former faculty member, and plaintif, David
Landes, also expressed
confidence.
"I think we’ll be able to

Sponsored by:

W.E. Harding Co.: 516 S. Second St. 286-8989
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GRAND OPENING

XEROX 9400 &
IBM COPIERS
123 S 3rd Street
295-4336

Tired and depressed
after finals?
Sell your books
for cash at

tompany
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=EN
CLOTHING SALE
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Specializing in
frames, photo
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handcrafted pine
furniture.

BOYS CITY BOYS CLUB
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Nothing over $4’
News, seconds
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Unique Christmas
gifts. Over 300
items in stock.
Come on over and
browse around.

Bring in this ad
for a 10% discount
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off with coupon
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OFFSET PRINTING
100 copies - 82.65
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Happy
Holidays!
CELEBRATING OUR 10th LOCATION 1
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We work wonders with the wok!

W is for wok, that marvelous centuries-old invention we use to
steam and stir and toss and turn so many of our flavorful specialties. Choose Malaysian Cashew Shrimp or Vegetable SautØ, or
perhaps you’d prefer Zhivago’s Beef Stroganoff or a Walnut Fresh
Mushroom Casserole. W is for a Whole
menu of delightfully varied dishes. Each
one prepared with a luscious medley of
spices and herbs and withriut preservatives
or chemicals. W is for Welcome ... to the
world of better eating at The Good Earth
Restaurants.
Making good food taste better; naturally
CUPERTINO-2081.1 Wien!, Creek Blvd. (near Saratoga-Sun!!’. ale
Rd.) 252-3S55. SANTA CLARA-270S The Alameda (near U of Santa
Clara) 984-096). PALO ALTOl8; ’niversitv Ave.. 321-4449.
Open Evorv Da, 7:10 iwn

IftlOrsin lit, .iklast, I nn,h. Dimly’. Sunday Rrun, Ii

LII
II

11$1101,11,tuoiliol
poeugatmur 4.
0111111

LI,

Au.

TUNED WHILE YOU WAIT
$5.00 EXTRA for 6 & 8 cyl.

Your Car is tuned on our Road
Dyno. A $21,000 system far more
accurate than any tune-up
under idle conditions.
YOUR TUNEUP INCLUDES’
.
N.-- --

I
1111111_.:

- Cr/.

0../EIA
1.06t

GUARANTEED 6.000 MILES
Er. Jan. 1,1979
INith
Monday thru Friday.
ZREG.$39.4 WI; $41.6 dld; 543-8 cyl.

OIL ---

3111
Si .une.up,
\

110ME Of

INDUSTRIAL STRIENGTI-1
ROCK E. ROLL

New spar% plugs 11 points Replace
detective condansor. rotor distritalor cap
ei tiller Adusl &
wire
":Tg h’
leaks
CI.clean.1094.4,1,1to.r,nra.cLpm
carburetori’’
clean
Sal tirnIng

*101

=ad.

(\A...Awry’ I :ill run
lip we n.
TUNE4-112 SPECIAUEMEI
SAN JOSE
E. SANTA CLARA at 13th ST

298,0900

NINE OTHER TUNE-UP CENTERS IN
San Jose, Campbell, Cupertmo, Santa Clara, Mt,
Sunnyvale, Hayward and Redwood City

View,

ice

NOW

PROGRESS THROUGH

ERIDAI , DEC 15 !!!

LI

:ffiV7Spattan
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Got the Finals Blues?
Come laugh them off at
STUDENT UNION
presents

(P..
cyy.".if,

To SJSU Students

Best Wishes
for a Happy
Holiday!
See you next Spring at:
Student Union Forum
Thursday Live
Last Lecture Series
College Bowl
and many

more goodies!

MOVING
OVERSEAS?
We carry a variety of
220 VOLT 50 Hz Appliances.
Special Low Prices this month
on General Electric Refrigerators.

/lei II

Which Way Is Up?
Starring

ARM

Richard Pryor

Export Co.

6419 Telegraph
Oakland 04609
between Ashby 6 Alcatraz
654-4751

An Associated Students Program Board
Presentation

For shipping call (415) 348-6600
r;

Get the edge! Prepare to tale the
ARTIST MATERIALS
FINE ARTS
DRAFTING
FRAMING
BOOKS
TRANSFER
LETTERS

GRE
Graduate Record Exam
Saturdays, Jan. 20, 37, Feb 3, 10, 17, 1979
9 a.m.-12 30 p.m., Business Classroom 003, SJSU campus
Total cost is $55 including materials

Since 1916

SAN JOSE PAINT
AND WALLPAPER CO.

87 Valley Fair Ctr.
San Jose,Ca.
249-8700

For further information:
Office of Contiiiuing Education
Journalism Classroom Bldg. 1368
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
14081 277-2182

385 San Antonio Road
Mt. View, Ca.
941-3600

San Jose State University

(-)
e4000ls/i4/0
ai448
camnattLI\474
e,astes o clatk
Good Luck on Your
Finals

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Spada) Bookstore

np000
mou>1
moq
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get

"GASSED"

e

at

SPECIAL

SPARTAN
STATIONS
7th Et Phelan
245 Ke es

Soli the less costly way
to FLY’

1 OOFT of Kodak Film
(plus x or In x)

FLIGHTS from OAKLAND
to
LONDON, FRANKFURT,
AMSTERDAM, ZURICH

1 Western Bulk Loader
4 Film Cassettes

Best gas in town
At the cheapest prices
GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL

1979 CHARTER FLIGHTS

10th Et Taylor
4th Et Williams

ALL THIS FOR

Call Jim Dewrance for

LAKER SKYTRAIN

$20.95

information

DISCOUNT CAMERA SALESI
171 S 3rdSt

BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL
10110Sardloga

SJ

Sdn h5s«.

984-7576

COMPLETE HOLIDAY GIFT PACKAGES
Winter Weekend
SKI RENTALS
SPECIAL WEEK END PICK-UP ANY TIME THURSDAY OR FRIDAY
AND RETURN ON MONDAY
CHILDREN’S SKIS & POLES:
105 CM TO 150 CM
W/TYROLIA BINDINGS
W/SALOMON STEP-IN BINDINGS
ADULT SKIS & POLES
W/SPADEMAN BINDINGS
W/SALOMON OR TYROUA
STEP-IN BINDINGS
ADULT DEMO SKIS & POLES
W/SALOMON STEP-IN BINDINGS
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS & POLES
SKI POLES (PR)
CROSS COUNTRY BOOTS
SKI BOOTS: ADULT SIZE 5-14
CHILDREN SIZE 10-4
TOBOGGAN BOOTS
SNOW MOBILE BOOTS
LADIES AFTER SKI BOOTS
WARM UP PANTS! ADULT
CHILDREN
DACRON SKI PARKA
DOWN SKI PARKA
SNOW SUIT. ADULT
CHILDREN
BIB OVERALLS
SNOW SAUCERS
ZIP SLEDS
PVC TOBOGGANS: 5’
6’
8’
SNOWSHOES
SKI RACKS: REGULAR
LOCK
LOCK (VW)
TRUNK
TIRE CHAINS:
PASSENGER CAR SET
LIGHT TRUCK SET

One Stop Shopping is really here!

WO/BOOTS W/BOOTS
57.00
6.00

59.50
8.50

9.50

11.50

12.50

15.50

13.50
9.00

18.00
10.00
2.50
4.03
5.50
4.00
2.50
4.00
3.50
5.50
3.95
4.95
6.50
7.00
5.00
6.50
2.50
2.50
4.00
4.50
5.50
5.50
4.00
5.50
3.50
6.00

with $10 OTHER
EQUIPMENT
6.00
4.00
900
7.00

UNICIN
GILICIVE
MUSIC

Specially packaged and specially priced for all the musicians on your
list. Our complete musical outfits at spectacular savings during the
holidays. They’ll bring new meaning to "one stop shopping."
A new instrument, plus the basic accessories, at one, low low price.
You can’t go wrong at Union Grove.

BANJO OUTFIT

N hem Uwe,- I NI 4 11111%
g11141 iuiPRl Sri’s II 4’
4

1114’

14

1/411114‘1-

5 NORTH SANTA CRUZ AVENUE
LOS GATOS
(408)354-5211

Classical Guitar
Songbook
Strap
Pitchpipe
Bag
Under $SW

Reservations may be made Saturday,
Sunday and Tuesday for the following weekend.

Me& Ccf4kI
hop
1 STORES
MT. VIEW SAN JOSE
CAMPING AND BACKPACKING
RENTALS ALSO AVAILABLE

FOLK OUTFIT

CLASSIC OUTFIT

Banjo
Case
Songbook
Set of Picks
21% off List Price!

Folk Guitar
Case
Strap
Pitchpipe
Songbook
Under 8100!

ELECTRIC OUTFITS
Guitar
Les Paul (copy)
Electric Guitar
Case
Strap
Cord
Over 27% 011!

HOLIDAY HOURS
Mon -Fri 10-9
Sat 104
Sun 12- 5

MOUNTAIN VIEW 1294 EI/Samino Real 967-8542

Bass
Electric Bass Guitar
Case
Strap
Cord
28% Off List Price!

SAN JOSE 1206 Wi Sim Carlos 287-5994
Open Mon-Fri.. 9:30 to 9 -- Sat.. 9:30 to 6
Sunday 11 to 5

CASH FOR:
Christmas Gifts
Skiing
Final Partying
Your Trip Home

And FUN! !

60% of New Price

For Books Used Next Semester

Dec. 11-22

8am-6pm

sir,Padan
San Jose State University

Special
Guitar & Amp Package
Les Paul (copy)
Electric Guitar
Case Cord Strap
Fender
Vibra Champ Amp
Save $100!
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Associated Students Presents

OFF ON ANY /
/
TUNE-UP
WITH THIS,"
AD

4 cyt
plus
tax

-$38- 6 cyl
639 -8 cylinder
-Includes parts
and labor
-C;uaranteed for
6 months or
6,000 miles
-Professionally
trained mechanics

TUNE
while you wait!
over 50,000 tune ups!

/

The Mammoth
Winter Carnival

CALVARY CHAPEL
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
COMES
TO SAN JOSE

Space is limited
Sign-up today
For more information come to the Winter
Carnival table in front of the Student Union

227-38,91’
,,,105,0

rrtr r

DISCOVER

OIL, LUBE, and FILTER

on The covet

$12.88

QUALITYICTZP
S. First and Reed
OPEN 8 to 6
Mon. thru Sat.

27?:9079

KENNEDY’S
-presents-

Modeling School/Glamour Photography
An attive models agent with wetialued itnituction in all phases of rnodeltng
ii,, women and men
(Ms & eventnit appointmenn.
Da,, & ....tong ria.,e,

SEIKO

LETS YOUR PRIOEIIS
00 THE TALKING ...
50 l’.111 Of TIM *OWL OM

9 other
Santa Clara County
locations
check yellow pages

nd
T.A1

ii?Ol

I
Aernu.able

Mar

Let Us Make Your Holidays Brighter
10% Discount Holiday Special
Give Her/Him A Lasting Gift

If your own independent appraisal is not at
least 40% higher than the price you paid,
your money will be promptly refunded any
time within one full month of purchase.

Gift Certificates Available
50 TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE
STEVENS CREEK BOULEVARD, SAN JOSE, CA
408-984-0877

L. Spot,

L __Sopmem
reg 299

51.1 K. ye

COMP1010 WM.

CA.

NOW 199

IKENNEDY
kBUSINESS
MACHINES

170S

Second St
286-2610

Will another jeweler make
this statement?
"Now You Have A Friend In The Diamond Business"

d4

10% Discount

With Coupon
Choose from our large selection of diamonds and fir. jewelry.

I fdodmade (MO

( onlinuons Chrl, Imo

Entertain:Ili

Demonstrations

DIRECT DIAMOND ’MPORTERS

Announcing The New

Meridian Avenue
Bus Line!
Introducing Line 63. As of December 4,
Meridian Avenue will be served by a
totally new line, Line 63. It will link San
Jose State University and downtown San
Jose with the Almaden Valley via Meridian
Avenue. Any rider can make free
connections to points throughout Santa
Clara County plus connecting service up
the Peninsula and BART.
Line 63 will run from approximately 6:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on weekdays and from
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays and
Sundays and holidays.
Free schedules are available aboard
any Line 63 bus or by calling the transit
information phone number in the yellow
pages, listed under "Bus Lines’:

a County Transit
Now County Transit links San Jose State
University/Downtown with Almaden Valley

1111111,11,1de Food

SAN PEDRO SQUARE CIIIZISTNIAS FAIRE
December 8. 9. 10. & 15. 16, 17 Ad.ssios s

Open Daily and Sundays
Major Credit Cards
accepted

675 N. First Street
San Jose
408 - 292 - 9100

A

Holiday Music

In Downtown San Jose
I 25
Children under 12 free
hs thrisis,Pedro Synare Men ham Amin( WIWI and the Coy of San Jot., Fine Ann Office Parks and Re( reale..
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New Earth Toys
shop in works

Vandals hit trio
at the Round Table Pizza Parlor on
The Alameda, Trippi said a coworker came running over and said
someone had rammed his 1973 Pinto
and drove off .
A.S. Councilman Vasquez said
the five-inch rock used to smash his
windshield did an estimated $176
damage. He gussed he was a victim
of the "vandalism spree" that may
have hit Barozzi’s home.
The fishweights that put a
walnut-size hole in Barozzi’s living
room window apparently came from
a passing car. Slingshots may have
been used to fire the fishweights that
damaged about 12 other windows in
the 14th St. neighborhood, Barozzi
quoted San Jose Police as saying.
A.S. Treasurer Nancy McFadden said she has been receiving
strange phone calls the past week,
the most recent coining Sunday
night about 11:45.
Steve Madwin, on the council
last year, got a call from someone
"threatening to string his cat up,"
Trippi said.

By Mike Myslinski
Sunday night was a bad night for
two A.S. officers and A.S. adviser
I.ouie Barozzi.
Each was the victim of vandals.
Someone driving an old brown
station wagon rammed A.S. Vicel’resident Joe Trippi’s car, then
backed up and rammed it again
while Trippi was at his job making
pizzas at a parlor in Santa Clara.
A.S. Councilman Ed Vasquez
discovered that someone had
smashed the windshield of his car,
parked on S. 11th Street Sunday
night, and Barozzi, who lives nearby
on 14th St., had his living room
window punctured by lead fishweights.
The acts of vandalism don’t
appear to have anything to do with
AS., the victims said.
Trippi said he was in the A.S.
office about 5 p.m. Sunday when he
received a phone call from someone
who said, "Trippi, we’re gonna get
you," and then hung up.
Later that night, while working

Ryan charge refuted I

(Continued from Page 1
To keep abreast of weather conditions, Earth Toys
relies upon connections in the South Tahoe area, as well as
the Highway Patrol for road conditions in the Sierras.
The new shop area will feature an Alpine style design
utilizing redwood, cedar and fir for construction. Lumber
totalling $1,400 was donated for the project by Minton Co.
and Sierra Lumber, Cognetta said.
Three SJSU students, including Perry Becker, a
master craftsman, have been hired by Earth Toys to build
the new shop area.
A blackboard listing the latest snow conditions and
maps detailing the best ski areas will be available for
students to refer to.
The new shop will also include a bookcase and
pamphlet area containing literature on skiing and
backpacking techniques.
We want a nice relaxed atmosphere," Cognetta said.
"A mountain, ski scene type of thing."
Besides insuring Earth Toys of more room to increase
its present stock, the new location will make the rental
shop more visible to students, which should increase
rentaLs, he pointed out.
Earth Toys presently maintains a stock of 75 pairs of
skis, which Cognetta eventually plans to increase 10 200.
"We just added 25 new pairs of skis and we converted
all of our skis to a new tyrolia binding," he commented.

(Continued from Page 1
In the months before
the election when Ryan
didn’t kow she would be
running unopposed. Watts
said she made "an
agreement" with him that
included reappointment.
The agreement, Watts
said, boiled down to Watts
using the influence he
attained while holding the
Program Board directorship in 1976 and 1977 to
persuade his friends to vote
for Ryan. The agreement
included having Watts,
who is black, encourage
black students at SJSU to
back Ryan.
Her decision to break
the agreement and not
reappoint Watts came like
a "slap in the face," he
said. "She crossed me up."
Watts graduated last
semester and chalked his
treatment up to "politics."

-If she ever wants to
run again," Watts added,
-I would personally come
over to the campus and
make sure no blacks
support her."
A.S. Councilman
Vasquez said Ryan’s
decision was "kind of a
shaft" for Watts and that
the move generated
animosity towards Ryan
from the A.S. community.

Shortly after Ryan
appointed McDonald to the
Program
Board
last
spring, some A.S. officers
considered recalling Ryan,
an A.S. source said, but the
recall movement died
when the persons involved
found out it was "too
much work
The Daily learned of
the dispute Monday from
Vasquez.

TAKING THE

XEROX

LSAT?
Join thousands of
law school applicants
nationwide in

3
Overnight
Days 4C -no min
8.112-, 1 1- loose, f ,p

I HIS

BRINC,

I/74

Amitys LSAT
Review Seminars

’Si)

AMERICAN COPY

CALL 0L N- FDR EL FAOr
DETAILS

SCHEDULE

295 7778

INFORMATION:

800/434767

Ext.761_

classifieds
’’ BR ENT"

announcements

SNOW is on its way so get ready to
ski with SJSU SKI CLUB UP
coming happenings include 1st
SKI

PLAN
in

DENTAL

STUDENT

CLUB

TRIP

to

Alpine

Weekend trips with us

and 10

formation call A.S. office or 371

are the cheapest way to have a
great time skiing, so sign up at
the Club table. Beginners are

6811

invited to come try this exciting
BALLET

New

Euf retie

Fall

School

College age

sport
On
Nov
21
Dick
Barr ymore will
present
his

Session at
of
Ballet

classes,

latest film "Wild Skis" at the

near

Center

campus

Beg., Int , Ado Come
see our new studio 1461 Park
Ave Si 241 1300

for

Performing

brought to you by those wild and
crazy

from

sales average $100 5500
monthly. Call Dr Jim Harper,

and

guys

gals

of

SKI

CLUB. so get CRAZY and GO
FOR IT i0000

Co op Education Program at
277 3370. or
Kevin Sullivan.

ASSOCIATION

between

students

and

Provide academic’s and social

assistance
For more information call Vu Thien
2160801

wrong

learn

about themselves.
each other, and relevent social
is particularly
GSU
issues.
useful to the gay person who is
lust comingout or is new to the
area You are not alone so don’t
stay apart Be all you can be
attend!! All meetings are in the
SO Guadalupe Room at Bow

ALL FOREIGN CAR PAR’S 461 S
Bascom Ave. San Jose, CA
2900621
2980624 or
95128.
DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I.D. CARD. If we don’t nave It,
our
we’ll help you get I! Be
private mailing list formonthly

For events tape or referral call

on

SJSU

SIERRA CLUB offers
outdoor activities and people to
share them with.
Activities
include

hiking,

backpacking,

specials.

Automatic trans

3.800 mi.. sliding glass sunroof,
like new Must sell 14.900 firm

15 to 20 hrs

per week. All you
need is a good knowledge of
work

either

’70 TRIUMPH

WHAT IS IT? Find out 6

at Medson’s
a week
Mopeds, 87 5 Autumn St 297
9475 South of Downtown Dot

PLEASURABLE Oral

Builds
Preparation.
confidence and command of
statistical results Call 14151 591
3023."

of Ballet. daily. $T
Ballet. Scottish, Modern 2905
Clara 79$
Park Ave .

Santa

1800/best Offer

ave..

BUY
Associates’

Cookbook

SJSU
for

$1 at the Spartan
your
Contains
Bookstore

Christmas

Superb coed ,

38
mpg. Great car $2,900 Call Rob
at 7370691 eves.

FIAT 178 Sport L.

Mr Lucero, Rainbow
Yoga Inst. 5656th 279 9743.

work. Flexible hours. must be
neat, have car and phone. Call

simulator club fit 10W student
rate and train for 03 an hr solo
Call now for more information
and schedule a FREE demo
"ride" Air Simulator Training
Reid Hillview Airport.
Center
9266706

PART TIME

JOBS BIG MONEY.
LaW or Pre Law
preferred.
All
aggressive, articulate, hungry

’74 FIAT 128 Sport L excellent cond

REALITIES

PRODUCTIONS.
11682 Manteca Way. Saratoga,
CA 95070
CHRIST IAN SCIENCE orgenization
weekly meetings, 3 30 p no
CostatiOan
Wednesdays. S U
Room Study room. 505 S 1006
SI . room 107. 7 8 45 a m Wed ,
10 12 Thurs All are welcome.

BREAK

JOBS:

867 3716

Richard. 2907395 or 263

S5.62/hr.
RN’s 18/hr.
Some
experience required. Call 287
1749 for appt. New Horizons
Nursing Resources, 7775 Park
Ave, Santa Clara.

Restaurant

Friday’s

interviewing

for

is

immed

Friday’s Cupertino Restaurant
now
being ac

cepted For appt.. call 257 2050

NEED

If you are not already with Slate
Farm. call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient for you
or my
on

campus, your home

Office, Loth get together and
give you better coverage for less
MORT STAR,
money. CALL

SHREDDED foam rubber 65 cents
lb 793 2954.

BIKE Tire Sale. 2701 1/11 90 Ps..
5391 27x1 1/4 gum wall. 132%
7691 3/8, 1291 Shaw’s Cycles,
131 E. William St (near SJSU).
2918824.
_
MINOLTAIIISTM I/1 7 forthwith case
and
lens. 185
Jon
Parte?, 2773116

close up

WE

US?

WORK

LABOR.
TRAINEES

business techniques.

Earnings ’

from

$100 5500

sales

average

1

1 call

A

os

evaluation cards be returned to
the Info Center in the 1st floor

Call

JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, fireplace.
color TV, kitchen, maid very .
piano, game room. parking, $32
045 50/wk
share,
week
Per
single. 202 So 11th St 793 7374

Abby’s
Secretarial
Willow Glen 265 0155

Lessons at home or SJSU. 279
9751
EXPERIENCED

Jean.

and up
accurate

Female Roommate wanted ’Ian. Ito
share 2 bed, 7 bath furnished
apt $121/month 2067677

IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND.
UNIQUE sound Superior design
and craftrnanship All this plus
an unlimited warranty
We

c lean,

space.
fireplace,
ample parking 134 S 11th St
275 0391.998 9707

talc

LOST nr

Engr

bully
small

12/1/18
Please return
reward Brion. eves. 9909070

papers,

mind. For more
info. call 866 8969 anytime and
for Mike or Lee. MPM

ask

CUSTOM SPEAKER SYSTEMS
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount For

AUDIO

ENTERPRISES Is your
consumer
electronics buying
service with the widest selection
of the highest fidelity at Inc

all
your
laundry
needs
alterations, mending. washing,

Mon Sat ACE LAUNDRY, 8th
and E William (next to Togo’si

Thanks

lowest prices 787 name brands!
Audio equipment for the home.
car, stage or studio TVs. VCRs,
yodeOgarnes. projection TV All
items
new
with
full
mfg
warranty, plus an optional 5 yr

leathers,

Parts and
cleaner

thday

Love, Bonita

labor. Ieree

w,any

MS

ATLAS

PRESS

BOOKSTORE
Offset
and rubber stamps Gay and
feminist books and records and
periodicals 330S 3rd 2091088
BERKELEY
-For
All
Your
Typing Needs "’ BERKELEY is

and

session
Now serving the 515U campus
frornorarn 5pm

A E DEMO SALE ESS Amt IB
reg S900. 0625/pr Order now on
time for Xmas Hurry! Prices
are goong up every other
ATTENTION COMING SOON.

on weekends. PHONE

MICROCUMPUTERSt!!

pleased

to announce its tonal
hours
BERKELEY

week!

292 6259

or come by 172 E San Salvador
St
in
downtown
5 J

SONY

BERKELEY I I block up from
the sc ience bldg I

Receiver,
20
watts
Marantz,2 way. 8" Speaker,
Exc COnd Calldan, 277 8913

MUM

Print Your Ad Here:
.( non, approunately 30 lettnts aid spares to, ...01 lv

RATES--

GENERAL

1

,t lines
411000
5 lusts
S lines

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

day
Ft 50

days
200

200
2 50
3 00

n

add
bone,

days
2 15

days
2 10

davs
2 50

dac

2 50
301)

2 15

2 90

300

3,

3 25

3,

3 75

3 10
3 40

.7 50

3 50

50

50

50

50

.11 h additional hoe add

TEMPORARY

599

N

Mathilda.

50

Sunnyvale 12 blocks south of
101). 733 7400 7092 Lincoln Ave
San Jose 12 blocks north of

Minimum Th’m’ei,,iesoo,Oay
Senrestai ieie 1811,3141.0 $ 25 00

iir

Curtner), 267 2077

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAIL V CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

(*hack a Classification
WANTED Actors, dancers, singers,
Nigglers. martial artists to train
for production Training Free
Cunningham.
Rainbow YOgs

Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive
tor Sale

Lost and found
Personai,

Inst 5655 fati 779 9743
me

record

system. free
advice All at the
lowest prices anywhere! For
more info/price quotes. call 255
5550,
M F,
3 10,
anytime
weekends Ask for Ken Now
recommending the incredible
MPM Custom Speaker Systems
setup

AND
printong

mFandt05

Thank
Richardson
MICHAEL 1
YOU for letting rne share part of
your life, especially on this
Bir
important day
Happy

loud

change your

Barbara

Merry Christmas Your Lie sis’s
EZ and KB

for making my last semester the
best MSP

custom

prefer, select trent our standard
models Give us a listen before
making that final deCision

letters,

resumes, etc Correct form and
editing
Turaboan.
Camp
Call

in

for stereo. musical
Instruments, and PA We build
to your specifications within a
price range you choose. Or if you

ACCURATE,
Term

theses,

To our super brothers at Sigma Chi,
we wish you luck on finals and a

P J lab people and NPPA

in Women’s restroorn. 3rd floor
11/7/78
Tower,
Business

3409,iBT 2581

FAST.

RELIABLE

ironing Wash/fluff dry, hung
and/or
folded
40
cents, lb
Pillows, blankets. robs sleeping
bags.
suedes, hats
One day service Open 8 5 30,

BDT Happy 6 months, dazzler!
love you forever Yours. KR

Eton

Speakers

bell 15allou, etc

return,
REWARD
for
no
questions asked Call Carol, 777

cupboard

specialize

793 7278

lost and found

HOUSING available for Xmas break
on campus Kitchen facilities,

IBM

manuscripts

PETER

NEED

292

MPM

1029

complete Tower List!!

Christmas is a
I hope yours Is the
happiest. Love. you your Secret
Angel

8)/page

stereo

theses,

papers,

reports.

CHIN
happy time

Typist.

377 5855 Fast and

1446 Ford Ave., San JOS!
4720 Reasonable Rates.

Selectric. Exp., fast. Joye. 164

TYPING

BRUCE SPRINGSTEN fan! I will
Pay tops for tickets Steve, 277

763

6 SILVER rings (one vinh turq ) Not
valuable, lust sentimental Left

term

lobby of the Student Union any
time before the next semester
REMEMBER. education is a

L W You still make me happy alter
15 Are we still pals? Love, Steve
03

Service,

Sakaphone lessons Beginning and
hour
intermediate
55
per

Morgan, 252 2068 INocalls after
9 30p rn .pleasel

PRIVATE RM , Kit prov near bus.
Lucky’s. etc prefer resp male
student S100/rno 297 7679

roommate
for
huge
Victorian. Great Si loc. M or F.
non smoker. S125 util. Avail. Jan
1 288 6543 eve/wknd

TYPE

reports,

SAY!!

opinion

7900days, 356 4650 eves

2 bdrm

Proofing
All
kinds.
Reasonable and accurate.

2098674

heard! Tau Delta Phi requests
that
all
Tower
List
Prof.

Duncan Hall Share cozy? bdrm
house SI30/mo Female pref
444S0 6th St 293 7808

1175/mo

HAVE
your

E

JOANNE LEMKY Typing Services

I
STUDENTS DO
Make sure

Shaw’s
131

Correctable Nan. 262 ilea.

Thesis. term papers, etc
Phone
Experienced and fast

blk

carport.

Jan

please

TYPING

TYPING

vice with accuracy guaranteed.
IBM Sel II 227 9525

quiet,

bikes

EXP. typist on Campbell/Turabian
will type for you IBM Sal. II

Call Carol at 2172501.
5 309 OOPM most evenings

portrait created by John? Call
269 7937 today for your con

upstairs.

Parts extra No discount

Lightweight
Cycles.
William St 295 3824

plete

place in the world at the SJSU
International Center

9800

SAN

ASSEMBLY
ALL TYPES OF

TIMESAVERS.

Set your own
Salaried while learning

TYPING. Experienced in reports.
theses. resumes Prompt ser

JOBS

SERVICES

work.

monthly

Roommate wanted 6 houses from

housing

NEEDED

M F / 30 6 AND SAT 912 SAN
JOSE OPEN 570,5 F TOP PAY
FEE
A
NEVER

thing is yours and what isn’t, all
questions about your colors and
Dress
for
style
answered
Success Method also discussed
for men and women 540 com

Ion the holidays? What better
time to make a beautiful color

HAVE JOBS.
VACATION

SHORT
AVAILABLE
AND LONG TERM OPENINGS
PALO
THRU
JOSE
FROM SAN
ALTO
YOU CHOOSE YOUR
NOW.
APLY
SCHEDULE
SUNNYVALE OFFICE OPEN

colors, how to look at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of

WE MAY never pass this way again!
Is your family getting together

dorniniurn

FURNISHED APT

make up colors. personal Style
how to ’ use your

description,

Visit us at 360 S. 11th St. or call
277 3690 or 279 4575. Take your

DURING

SKILLS
NO
CLERICAL.

hours

Female roommate needed to share 3
bdrrn two and one half con

8356 eves

place on Thurs and Fri at TGI

PART TIME

2 bedrm apt unfurn carpet. drapes
5210/mo close to SJSU First.

Mails,

future

Applications

CENTER

adults no pets. avail
before 6 pm 294 2477

P.O. Box 5091, Terre Haute. Ind.

management and will discuss
openings for current
Interviews will take

housing
is
thd
spring
the
IN

house

per person, 001 01 a set 01 5001.
fabric and metal suggestions,

write DAWN. P.O. Box 6521, San
Jose, Ca 95150

47805.

now

kitchen

dynar

needs

a per

(your
analysis,
color
colors. about 70 colors

share a living and learning
cultural experience t SJSU’s
INTERNATIONAL
CENTER.

Studio party fern
SJSU,
from

self addressed

quiet All util pd 177$ plus dep
Near SJSU Non smokers 289

on

openings

students

DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND
STAFF Your Insurance needs.
AUTO, HOME,FIRE. HEALTH

Call

EARN up to 1200 a week. 025 per 100
possible
stuffing
envelopes
Dearing

and portfolio detailing

ELECTOLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted
hair removed forever. Men and
women 247 7486

last rent pluSSIO0 call 251 8003

to:

adjustments your neglected bike

PERSONAL Image Consultant. You
receive a 2 hour consultation

campus. Brian. 798 1308

IBM

SPECIAL $1600 tune up now 8I3.50
thru Dec woth this ad. All the

Accurate.
and
Reasonable too Try me in West
San Jose Please call Patty at
984 1642

sonal

preferred

Selectric Mary, 344 5253 19 51

venient appointment.

We

9042

I AM seeking a companion I am
handicapped and have a minor
voice impediment I like music,

come to San Jose! Be part of of

needed
to
MEN
and WOMEN
referee Jr. High basketball Call

envelope

Humanities

through

13thr
spring semester
Mrs. Spencer. 257 1809

Send a stamped,

CASSETTE

CARTER 263 4525.

Snyder, 277 3165.

FOREIGN

TERNATIONAL

Will

AND

TRANSCRIPTION II page and
up All work accurate and proof
read. IBM Selectric II KITTY

I NEED a ride to S..) from Santa
Cruz one day a week Call Dr

Applications for residency are
being taken NOW for the spring
semester
The -World" has

and
1

TYPING

Begin
levels

"LOVE IS WHAT YOU NEED- New
dating systsern For free inform.

STUDENTS
...
available
for
at
semester

in
MATURE
student
to assist
reading
teaching
remedial
Approx. 1520 hours per week,
7 p.m
Mon Fri. between 3
Jan.

per
Clear,
from

available. Call DONNICE at 297

289 5308 days

will train you. Excellent salary
And immediate openings For
info., call 14151 3045016

Begin

instruction

balls V Norris, 277 1035
TERM papers and theses typed and
edited.
Social
Science
and

0986

females Mellow environment.
Prefer senior or grad. student
8104/mo plus Loth Call Joni at

studio? We are a
licensedprolessional studio and

train

small

classes.

organized

experienced teachers
Advanced
ning and

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 4
Almaden
bedroom house in
Valley area wine male and two

.

papers.

$30/mo. Call 187 5946

concerts and live 6 blocks from

massage

John. 251 5890 between 09 p m

Rob 7320691

Rebuilt engine.
’68 Fiat 850
trans New tires. math, AM FM
cass good interior 35 mpg 0900

mid January

term

Barbara Weiman

TERM papers/thesis typed. Si page
IBM Selectric With various type

TYPING Fast,

Nice
and bath one half util
area. 10 mm n from SJS1.11280 and
Saratoga Call 217 5725 Mailable

for a job during the
semester break? Have you ever
thought about working in a

Must be excellent reader

in

sonalized

Kevin at 293 5790

LOOKING

weekdays

FLEXIBLE
Hours/Good
Pay.
Aides/Ord
S4.50/hr.
LVN’s

cond.

FEMALE wanted to share? bdrrn 1
ba apt 004th St w/a serious 26

AMERICAN

students

at Total tape. Inc Toll Free 1
800/874 7599. In Florida call
collect 964/3768261. 1505 N.W.
16th Ave., Gainsv Me. F1.37604

horoscopes

ROOMMATE WANTED. AVE, quiet
non smoker S135/Ino own room

Reports,

manuscripts
2641756

by SJSU music Master’s can
didate. Group SIO/rno. Private

ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to
interpret
and
calculate

now or in January. Call 293 6818
374 S. First St., San Jose

Accounting.

students co.k Need sales reps for
CPA/LSAT
Cassette
Home
Study Programs. Call Jim Dee

SELL: Leaving ’74 Vega.
55.030 mi Call 279 9433 or 779
9698 Ask for Cookie.

253 3777 or 446 3649
ACTORS. ACTRESSES! Need a
first film lob? We need you in
our television production for
cable and public TO markets
Send
resume
CREATIVE

for

mo. of Jan. Apply now. start
Work part time immediately

tor sale

strument training on our Pacer
11 flight simulators. Join our

time

have lull time jobs on office,
sales and warehousing for the

favorite recipes

Now you can benefit from In

over

part

Turn of the
Victorian Has been

available 573.950 965 8797 eves

shoppers are here! Dan. 1415)

needing

TYPING

For the finest wed
photography, call John

personals

Charming

American
2444

Call Andrea.973 4717"

Paulson 01 260 7937
FLUTE and recorder lessons taught

and

300 easy. Customers come to
you
Demonstrate nationally

652 4400, est 500

ding

Centurycompletely remodeled Walk to
campus 90 percent financing

EULI PIA Crepe Calle Is accepting
applications for lunch waitress
night dishwasher Can start

what most do in 5. Sat Sun 0100

VW Bug. New paint. body,
brakes. Front eon 51.600 Call

’70 MG Midget, 60,000 miles, exc
11,900. Call 743
running

shifts

Registry
of
Nurses
Moorpark Ave 293 0117

WEEKEND FUN!! Earn In 1 days

255 6660

favorite Prof’s favorite wife’s

AERO MAJORS be better pilots
on
whether you are already
strument rated or working on it

basic

and

energy

stick, ’71
MUSTANG. 6 cyl
Original
owner
engine

spider

an

Clara

pyramid

TGI

mother

Santa

reading,
aura
yoga,
martial arts, basic

292 7871 or 288

1800/best offer 79/ 7665 eves

Percy 797

2398 Walsh
241 2563

9676

5394

your

Benefits. Call W.F
9723.4 7pin M F

days

Service

Fuller Brush Co. 2431121
interview appointment.

3449 eveS
ACADEMY

people over 21 pret
Hours 10 pm 6 pm security and
safety work 54 per hour to start

for
a
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? images by
John are expressions of love,
soft, elegant, and understood by

everyone
1 BEDROOM turn apt. Clean, quiet,
all Wit pd., near SJSU Non
smoker 1100 plus dep 7800316.

MATURE

Sete<

Es., 267 4683

typist
academic
Correcting Selectric typewriter

LOOKING

12/5.

year old I A
teaching maior
S140/tho plus util and dm) Call

Inventory

MUST
"UNIQUE
Exam

I

565 5 6th

Washington

Mrs

sun

Rainbow Yoga Inst
279 9743

8:30 am to 5 prn. We train you.

500cc, great cond

’66 CHEVY Impala 327. PS, PB, AC,
cond.
Good
meg
wheels

’70

Richardson. Martial Arts Div,

IBM

’’EXPERT
ID bracelet Lost
Front
possibly in SO
Back "Love John"
"Ouanah

Women’s silver

REWARD Call Our. 656 2547

Health

Experienced

tric

papers,

TheSis, research

etc

80Ibs Male Could be anywhere
PLEASE call 289 8889 or 371 5784

Call 3062004

FOR SALE

Holistic

TYPING

services

mix

INDUSTRIES

996 3727

STUDENT NURSES
Part and full time Pick your

277 8099

’65

MOB

and

SEMESTER
days

EARLY

WEEKENDS; OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon. thru Fri

NINGS

Rebuilt carbs, new seat, $850

Flight Center, 923 4171

MOPED

available to

COLLEGE students
5100 per week for

fly with the eagles. Largest club
on Calif MANY SJSU members
and instructors. Call our Reid
Hillview branch for full info
Gottschalk’s
now
Don
Call

and

Katie. 247 7369

wet tech and save BIG money.
Example
1975 Cessna 150’s.
313/hr. Least expensive way to
pet that coveted pilot license and

We
part

in

Energy

masseuses. Polarity and Shiatsu
herapists
To
train
for
Free training. J

time
several permanent
positions available for people
looking for year round extra

Packing, Skyline to sea.

Don’t
PILOTS and Student Pilots
get stuck with Hobbs time. Fly

Taker

2 ROOMMATES to share 3 bdrrn 2
ha townhouse in Los Gatos
Pool env 1150;mo taut 1 3 Oil

REWARD

LOST
Dog
1250
shepheid
Black white

production

an
have

famous non stick cookware at
Flea Mart. HURRY!! Xmas

’78 HONDA Civic

climbing. parties and cross
country skiing
Meetings are
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m in the S.0
10/31
Guadalupe
Room.
Halloween Party. 11/5 Angel
Island;
11/11 or
18 Sierra
Backpackinng
12/13 Back

Inventory

Be

STUDENT

SPECIAL

SOL POWER

WANTED

WANTED Any
person
who
is
psychic. To train for future in
healing arts
Holistic Health,

automotive

798 GAYS.

THE

CASH

interet

rapidly growing Solar Energy
held, please contact Phl Heqqen
INC

FOR

include
Relations,

Conservation and willingness 10
learn
To get Started In the

at

simple math

1 Non politic organization

3.

attributes

FOUR of the best seats in the house
for Warrior San Antonio game
FRIDAY NIGHT 010 tickets
John 998 9404

COUNT

Desirable

owners/customers
Public

help wanted

ROOms
in quiet
ONLY
Christian home Kitchen priv
near campus 6175 6th St

MEN

SELLING JOB We pay an at
tractive fee for lust introducing
Our money saver solar Systems
to
prospect.ve
home

income. Work on the average of
STUDENT

VIETNAMESE

2. Improve the relationship

Union. GSU Provides a blend of
social and educational activities
designed to let gay people meet

manufacturer
seeks
prospect finders THIS ISNOT A

Arts,

meeting which will be held 7,36
in Engr. 132. All this and more is

work Set your own
Salaried whole learning
business techniques Earnings

Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs. 3010 people attend
any given meeting which are
usually held in the Student

SOLAR.

Grenadolla.
wood
Collector’s item 0195 265 0738

table. The final payment for the
Aspen trip is due by the Dec 7th

hours

SJSU

wheel

OBOE

tickets are available at the Club

PART TIME

Marketing Director at 14081 246
1991
New England Life, of
course! EEOC M/F.

potters

Table, tools and
bats Would Make a great Xmas
gift 1200 Gary, 7068707 after 5

Meadows and Sugar Bowl Dec 9

For

NOW!!

ENROLL

power

w/wedging

netiNn

1.0 dilly II eon,

Consortstst oublot abon dote. Only
No rotund* on concttlled ads
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Aristocrats, knights, Renaissance courtiers and Shakespeare’s kings responded to challenges of honor by dueling.
The duel was life’s most intense competition.
Opponents squared off and fought to the death with exactly the
same weapons. The difference between living and dying was decided
by how they used their weapons. Life depended on a split-second
reaction. There were no second chance. One mistake and it was over.
Today’s fencing retains much of the duel’s intensity as a competitive sport. The competition is still one-on-one and pressurized, and
still relies on quick attacks and equally fast defenses. The duel’s
chance of permanency is replaced by a passion to fight with a sword.
Anyone can fence - short, tall, fat, skinny, male or female because fencing is a sport where skill dominates over brute strength.
The fencer relies on quick, light, controlled actions and his own perception to get through opponent’s defenses.
Fencing is a serious playfulness because intelligence is at the core
of an effective game.
The fencer must constantly think about which attack or combination of attacks he can use to get through his opponent’s defense
( while at the same time thinking about which defenses to use against
his opponent’s attacks).
An attack can be launched at any time. There are no swashbuckling dramatics or wild swinging of blades in fencing. The
haphazard fencer who is unaware of timing and distance will find
himself frequently eating opponent’s steel. .

The three weapons used in fencing are the sabre, epee and foil.
They are also three distinctive styles of fencing with their own unique
characteristics and techniques.
The sabre is a cavalry sword and has a cutting edge and point.
Touches are scored against an opponent by both thrusting with the
point and slashing with the blade. The target area is everything above
the hips the obvious target of a man on a horse).
Epee is a pointed thrusting weapon not unlike the dueling swords
of the Renaissance. Touches are scored only with the point. As in the
duel, the target area is the whole body and whoever hits first scores.
Foil is a lighter thrusting weapon originally used as a practice
weapon for epee. Touches are also scored only with the point but the
target area is just the torso. This limited target was originally used
because a hit to arms or legs would not be fatal in the duel.
With blunted points, dulled edges, masks, jackets and gloves,
fencing is a very safe sport. It’s especially safe if you don’t get hit
often.
The SJSU fencing team, which fields sabre, epee and men’s and
women’s foil squads, is 9-0 in Northern California Athletic Conference
competition this season.
Spectators are frustrated by "not understanding" fencing. Most of
it is simply knowing what to observe because the technique is difficult
for the untrained eye to follow.
Regardless of how fast the action is, which defense is used or who
attacks, the basic premise of fighting with a sword will always be
clear: hit and don’t get hit.
by Scott Knies

In the pictures: Left; tape must be applied to the foil blade as a part of modern electronic scoring equipment.
Upper right; Peter Schibin attacks with a lunge that maximizes reach and closes distance instantly. Above; lodist
Carlos Unbe stretches his legs in the lunge position. Right; epee fencer Wayne Behrens (left) inches into position
against a U C. Berkeley opponent (hinny., rorent match

Photos by Joh’) Scanlop

